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Mining Engineers’ Association of India
Appeals for DONATIONS
to KERALA DISASTER RELIEF FUND

Kerala is reeling under immense misery and destruction caused by an unprecedented flood. Several
lives have been lost, families broken and thousands of homes destroyed and the devastation is not yet
finished.
Rescue efforts of unprecedented scale led by the determined efforts of MEN IN UNIFORM and multiple
agencies, along with brave fishermen folks have helped in rescuing and over 7.5 lakh people have been
relocated to 2000 relief camps. They are in immediate need of daily necessities, food, clothes, medicines
etc.
I, on behalf of our Association’s National Council, passionately appeal to all our distinguished members,
Institutional and Life Institutional members to contribute generously to aid the relief and rehabilitation
operations in Kerala. I also urge our Chapters blessed with surplus funds, to liberally donate to this noble
cause.
The collected amount will be given to CHIEF MINISTER’S DISASTER RELIEF FUND. The donors are
requested to give their name, membership number, address, amount and date of contribution, PAN
details (if any) so that receipts can be obtained from CMDRF for the donors.
MEAI has specially opened a Bank Account for this purpose. You are requested to rush your individual
contributions through drafts/ cheques drawn in favour of ‘Mining Engineers Association of India’
payable at Hyderabad. Bank Account details for direct transfer:
Mining Engineers Association of India
Bank
: Andhra Bank
Account Number : 037810100086016
Bank Branch
: Nampally Branch, Hyderabad - 500001
IFSC
: ANDB0000378
Please send the contributions and donor details to:

Secretary General, MEAI
F-608 & 609, Raghavaratna Towers, ‘A’ Block, VI Floor, Abids, Hyderabad - 500001.
Email : meai1957@gmail.com, Website: www.meai.org
In anticipation of your swift liberal donations for this benign cause,

A. K. Kothari
President, MEAI
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President’s Message……
Dear readers…
Happy Janmashtmi and Ganesh Chaturthi, cheerful greetings to all in this September month when we also celebrate
the Jain festival of penance and forgiveness, Paryushan - Samvatsari. I seek and offer forgiveness to all those whom
I might have hurt through my thoughts or deeds.
India lost one of its jewels on 16th August 2018, a visionary, a poet and the most venerable leader Bharat Ratna Shri
Atal Bihari Vajpayee. The entire world revere his all accommodating personality along with resolute nationalism. As
true homage to his everlasting memories, we shall always be guided by his principles in taking our beloved country to
new heights.
A change in perception is becoming visible in both the Government and NITI AAYOG on the difficulties being faced by
the mining fraternity. Shri Amitabh Kant, CEO, NITI AAYOG, questioned the rationality of imposing ban on mining
amidst import of the same minerals. He also claimed that mining technologies have made tremendous advancement
to take care of environmental and social concerns; and hence there should be no undue fear about mining. Shri
Narendra Singh Tomar, Minister of Mines, GoI, while participating in the inaugural function of the 52nd Annual
General Meeting of the Federation of Indian Mineral Industries (FIMI) said the Central Government is of the opinion
that there should be no such laws that would thwart mining in the future and desired no more losses inflicted on
the mining sector. He emphasized that there is an immediate need for easing of mining norms in the country; and
the Central and State governments should proactively come forward to the aid of miners that face difficulties during
operations.
Furthermore, it is heartening to share with you that the Seminar organized by our Goa Chapter in July 2018 on
“Mining in Goa at Cross Roads – Way Forward” followed by a press conference, was successful in persuading
the State Government to initiate remedial action on the loss of livelihood of lakhs of local people as well as mining
professionals. Shri Manohar Parrikar, the Chief Minister of Goa, has already commenced efforts in the state legislature
as well as with the Prime Minister and the Group of Ministers, GoI to lift the total blockade on mining that was
imposed to comply with the Supreme Court judgements.
Bellary-Hospet Chapter is set to host 5th Council Meeting and EGM of the Association on 21st September 2018
coinciding with a 2-day National Seminar on “Road Map Towards Sustainable Mining”. Nagpur Chapter is hosting
a one-day National Workshop on “Managing Excavation Stability through Design, Analysis and Monitoring”
in association with MOIL & Itasca India Consulting Private Limited, Nagpur on 24th September 2018. Our team
made a successful presentation on 13th August to FIMI Management Committee at Delhi on the update on India
becoming a member of CRIRSCO, which was highly appreciated and well received by the mineral Industry leaders.
On 30th August 2018, Hyderabad Chapter organized its second National event within this year on “M-Sand: Future
Perspective & its Sustainability”. All the above accomplishments are testimony to the extraordinary zeal and
ever-intensifying efforts shown by our Chapters and members in addressing the contemporary problems of mining
industry as well as its Professionals.
We intend to start a Job Bulletin Board Page in the forthcoming issues of MEJ to help connect the employers
with prospective job seekers. I also encourage professionals and companies who are in the business of providing
consultancy services to mining industry to avail MEJ platform to advertise their products and services. It is envisaged
to improve optimal utilization of available mining talent by the industry for productivity improvement. I further
encourage the mining industry to develop extensive internship programs to improve employability of future mining
professionals.
Jai Hind.
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Editor's Desk

Dr. P.V. Rao
Editor, MEJ

I wish to discuss with you pertinent apprehensions voiced by some members in response to my presentation
made to Federation of Indian Mineral Industries (FIMI) Management Committee on 13th August 2018 at
Delhi, on draft Indian Mineral Industry Code (IMIC) developed by National Core Committee for reporting
Mineral Resources and Reserves in India (NACRI),. FIMI is the vanguard of Indian mineral industry,
endeavouring to stimulate sustainable mining while protecting the genuine interests of its members. FIMI,
while claiming its cherished role in introducing UNFC-1997 in India in 2003, it now acknowledges that
UNFC has outlived its purpose, as the investors worldwide do not recognize its usefulness in promoting
scientific exploration and development of new mining projects. UNFC, a generic classification, was
developed by UNECE to support resources management by governments. UNFC reports contain
even those resource classes that do not comply with the principle of ‘reasonable prospects for eventual
economic extraction’ viz. material discovered but not economic, discovered but not recoverable and also
undiscovered and unrecoverable, which are of little or no interest to the investors. Since UNFC reports
are not prepared by Competent Person (CP), they are a class different from CRIRSCO (www.crirsco.com)
compliant reports.
FIMI Management Committee was apparently unanimous on the inevitability of adopting
an internationally recognized standard for public reporting of Mineral Resources and
Reserves, similar to JORC and other CRIRSCO compliant standards. However, one view
was that why to reinvent the wheel of developing an Indian code, when codes like JORC
already exists. This remark calls for clarification. JORC Code, being CRIRSCO compliant,
is an Australasian code that meets the requirements of Australian Stock Exchanges, while it
is NI-43-101 in Canada, and SAMREC in South Africa. Indian stock exchanges treat JORC
at par with UNFC reports in India for disclosure purpose because they are yet to introduce
any exclusive disclosure guidelines for listing of mineral-based companies. Moreover, the
investment bankers insist on JORC compliant reports in India to facilitate and lure foreign
investments. Nonetheless, JORC reports are not universally accepted by all the leading
stock exchanges – for example NYSE, TSE, Chile and JSE call for additional disclosure
compliances. Under these circumstances, it is even more indispensable for India to develop
its own internationally recognized reporting standard like IMIC suiting the mandatory
requirements of Indian stock exchanges.
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Nobody disputes the fact that the Indian mineral industry requires large private capital,
as the government alone can’t meet the significant investments demanded by scientific
exploration and development. As little private capital is forthcoming, the entrepreneurs had
to depend on bank or other loans accessible at high interest rates. Moreover, such high
interest loans too are not easily accessible to junior companies with little or no bolstering
credentials. Costly capital potentially leads to unviable exploration and development of
deposits, thereby the entrepreneurs resorting to substandard exploration practices.

Imm. past President- MEAI Member

Editor
Dr. P.V. Rao

Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) forbid listing of exploration companies on
the premise of protecting the interests of investors in securities. Owing to paucity of funds
consequential to SEBI’s directive, exploration companies are at inordinate disadvantage
in introducing state-of-the-art technologies and expertise in exploration. To resolve the
situation, it is but necessary for SEBI to configure exclusive rules for listing of exploration
and mining companies and help entrepreneurs to raise funds from both the individuals
and institutions; and make submission of IMIC (which is awaiting CRIRSCO approval)
compliant Resource and Reserves disclosures mandatory.

(Off. : 040 - 23200510 )
Cell : 96180 91039
Email: editor.mej.meai@gmail.com

PUBLISHER
S. Krishnamurthy
Secretary General,
Mining Engineers’ Association of India

A CP must possess stipulated educational qualifications, relevant experience and be a
designated category member in a professional organisation recognised by CRIRSCO
NROs. The CPs are bound by distinct code of ethics approved by the respective RPO. After
CRIRSCO recognizes NACRI as its National Reporting Organisation (NRO) and MEAI as
Professional Organisation (RPO), the MEAI members may be registered as CPs to prepare
IMIC compliant reports and assist lessees in the implementation of scientific exploration
and extraction, harmonious to sustainable mining. By doing so, the RPOs will be able to
realize their bounden obligation of providing leadership to its members in the development
and implementation of best practices in the mineral industry and promote the overall growth
of Indian mineral sector.
- Editor
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News from the mining world
ä

How big data can help find new mineral deposits

Parisite-(La) is one of the new carbon-bearing minerals
that was predicted before it was found. Photo rruff.info,
donated by Dr. Luiz Menezes.

Scientists from the Deep Carbon Observatory in the
U.S. published a study this week where they report
the first application to mineralogy of network theory,
commonly used in the analysis of the spread of disease,
terrorist cell connections, or Facebook connections.

“These visualizations can reveal patterns of occurrence
and distribution that might otherwise be hidden within
a spreadsheet. Big data provides an intimate picture of
which minerals coexist with each other, as well as what
geological, physical, chemical, and (perhaps most
surprising) biological characteristics are necessary for
their appearance. From those insights it’s a relatively
simple step to predict what minerals are missing from
scientific lists, as well as where to go to find new
deposits,” the press release reads.

The study appeared in American Mineralogist and
it shows how the application of big data analysis to
mineralogy can help predict minerals missing from
those known to science, as well as where to find new
deposits.
“The quest for new mineral deposits is incessant, but until
recently, mineral discovery has been more a matter of
luck than scientific prediction,” said Shaunna Morrison,
lead author of the report, in a media statement. “All that
may change thanks to big data,” she added.

MINING.Com | August 2, 2018
ä

Morrison and her colleagues’ plan is to use network
analysis to delve deeply into the databases that
describe millions of mineral specimens from hundreds
of thousands of localities around the world and that
have been put together by Earth scientists throughout
centuries.
Such databases contain details of where each mineral
was discovered, all of its known occurrences, and the
ages of those deposits. They also record essential
information on chemical compositions and a host of
physical properties, including hardness, color, atomic
structure, and more. These are the inputs of big data
that scientists now want to analyze using modeling and
visualization tools.

NMDC is not a newcomer to gold mining. It is developing
a gold mine in Tanzania, while its Australian subsidiary,
Legacy Iron Ore, is currently in the process of testing as
many as 17 gold tenements in the Western Australian
region. The Chigargunta-Bisanatham mine will be
an underground operation. First-phase production is
expected to begin two years after the permitting process.
According to a report by the Press Trust of India (PTI),

In other words, the network analysis technique will
enable them to represent data from multiple variables
on thousands of minerals sampled from hundreds of
thousands of locations within a single graph.
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 20,

No. 2

State-Owned Miner Takes up Gold Mining in India
Mining for gold is an expertise of which not too many
Indian miners can boast. In fact, it makes up a minuscule
portion of overall annual mining activities in the country.
With neighboring China on the prowl for gold mining
projects internationally, some recent news has brought
some cheer to the gold sector in India. For the first
time, a state-owned miner will take up gold mining
in India. Earlier this month, India’s National Mineral
Development Corporation (NMDC) won the rights to it
at an e-auction. In the process, it beat several biggies,
such as Vedanta and Adani. NMDC will dig up a gold
mine located in the southern Indian state of Andhra
Pradesh.
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the initial investment is estimated to be about U.S. $4.5
billion. The Indian government stands to earn 38.25%
revenue on sale value. It has estimated reserves of
1.83 million tons containing 5.15 grams of gold per ton.
Incidentally, India is on the way to formulating a new
gold policy, which will promote domestic gold mining.

ä

As part of its corporate diversification strategy, National
Aluminium Company (Nalco) has identified merchant
mining as its next key focus area. Along with commercial
mining of bauxite, the navratna public sector unit (PSU)
is eyeing the acquisition of cobalt and lithium abroad.

Industry experts believe that at least 100 tons of gold
can be mined annually in India, from the present level
of about 1.5 tons (as compared to China’s 450 tons a
year). Geologists believe that India sits on vast deposits
of gold, as the terrain from Australia to China is very
similar, so they see no reason why India cannot step
up its gold mining. Experts want the Indian government
to factor in the complete journey of gold, from mines to
market, under the new policy. Very slowly, after a courtimposed e-auction for mining, gold mining has picked
up.

Traditionally, Nalco's focus has been on the alumina
and aluminium business, though the company has
diversified to wind power and is actively pursuing
upstream integration plans like caustic soda and
coal tar pitch plants. Alumina sales, which contribute
nearly three-fourths to Nalco's Ebitda (earnings before
interest, taxes, depreciation and amortisation), have
driven its profitability over the years.
"We are attaching huge emphasis on merchant mining.
Nalco is gearing up to participate at the auctions of
bauxite blocks on offer in the states of Jharkhand,
Chhattisgarh and Madhya Pradesh. With its proven
expertise in captive bauxite mining and its entire
value chain, Nalco can effectively take up mining
on a commercial scale and meet the requirement of
domestic industries," said T K Chand, chairman &
managing director, Nalco.

One of the first in this business was Vedanta. In February
2016, Vedanta Resources became the first private
company to successfully bid for a gold mine in India, in
the central Indian state of Chhattisgarh. The mine has
gold reserves of 2.7 tons. Other Indian private miners,
in collaboration with international players, have started
to move in. More and more are expected to follow in the
footsteps of Vedanta and NMDC. Gold mining will also
save the country foreign exchange, since it imports
most of its gold at the moment.

As many as 21 bauxite blocks are lined up for auctions
by the mineral-rich states. Nalco is also looking
beyond Indian shores to secure bauxite reserves.
The aluminium firm is eyeing some prized deposits
in bauxite-laden Guinea. A delegation from Nalco is
set to visit Guinea to evaluate the possibilities. Nalco
is even contemplating installing an alumina refining
unit if it manages to win a bauxite block in Guinea.
Guinea's bauxite is considered to be the best in the
world as it contains a very low amount of reactive silica
that obviates the need for beneficiation or washing of
the ore. However, despite being endowed with ample
reserves and a flourishing bauxite mining industry,
Guinea lacks the facilities to process the aluminium
ore. Besides, sporadic incidents of political unrest have
disrupted bauxite mining and its movement.

A previous government report identified the unrefined
gold resource base in the country at 658 tons of metallic
gold. The report also stated that this tonnage is spread
over 13 different states.
India needs to get its act together on the gold mining
front, especially since China is already well on its way.
Since 2013, when gold prices plunged 30% in a year,
China has been ramping up overseas gold-mining
investments. There is no doubt that developing gold
mines is a long-term, risky process requiring years of
planning, research and infrastructure development.
Miners also need to conduct analyses on how much
gold a ton of ore actually contains.

If Nalco manages to acquire bauxite mines and install an
alumina refining unit in Guinea, the company can hope
to harvest good returns and profitability from alumina
sales. Australia, another bauxite-rich destination, also
features on Nalco's radar for overseas assets. Apart
from bauxite, Nalco aims to acquire cobalt and lithium
overseas as the two minerals are scarcely available
within the country. "Both the minerals can be blended
with aluminium to make high-end alloys that can meet
futuristic applications. Securing them would also mark

But for Indian companies interested in this, several
bottlenecks, including environment permissions,
remain. If a miner has to apply for a gold mining
license, it has to take over 100 permissions before
getting a permit — a process that takes over seven
years. Hopefully, experts say, this will be history once
the new policy is adopted.
Sohrab Darabshaw, MetalMiner | August 2, 2018
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Nalco to focus on merchant mining, bid for bauxite
blocks in Jharkhand, MP
Nalco aims to acquire cobalt and lithium overseas as
the two minerals are scarcely available within India.
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a step towards making Nalco globally competitive,"
Chand said.

ä

Given their scarce deposits in the country, Nalco has
identified 12 strategic minerals -- tin, tungsten, titanium,
gallium, lithium, tantalum, cobalt, niobium, selenium,
and indium -- for overseas acquisition. A joint venture
(JV) company -- Khanij Bidesh Nigam Ltd (KABIL) -has been forged by Nalco with two other central public
sector enterprises -- Hindustan Copper Ltd (HCL) and
Mineral Exploration Corporation Ltd (MECL). The JV is
tasked with identifying, exploring, acquiring, developing
and processing the strategic minerals overseas for
commercial use and for supplying to India to meet
the domestic requirement. The JV firm would hunt for
such mineral assets primarily in South Africa and other
African countries. It can either go for outright buyouts of
the assets or forge tie-ups with local companies there.
The objective is to make the country self-sufficient in
such minerals.
Jayajit Dash, BS, Bhubaneswar | August 2, 2018
ä

An economic dialogue between the two leading
democracies on both sides of the Indian Ocean is,
of late, dominated by Australia’s desire to finalise a
Comprehensive Economic Cooperation Agreement
(CECA) and India’s businesses checking out the fate
of Adani’s Carmichael coal project. Releasing ‘An
India Economic Strategy to 2035’, Australian High
Commissioner Harinder Sidhu said, “Australia remains
committed to concluding a high-quality free-trade
agreement with India.”
The report, written by Peter Verghese, former secretary
of the Australian department of foreign affairs and trade
and an old India hand (he was high commissioner
from 2009 to 2012), notes, “projects such as Adani’s
Carmichael mines are viewed (by Indian business) as
a ‘test case’ for potential future investments — there is
a view that this experience may lead Indian investors
to put Australia in the ‘too-hard basket’.” India has only
shown sporadic bursts of enthusiasm on CECA arguing
that Australia has only a few things to offer that can
enthuse Indians to commit to lower duties on those.
The report wants to dispel that notion drawing attention
to a range of 10 sectors, ranging from education and
financial services to health.

Odisha ready to auction 17-18 mineral blocks, says
Union mines secretary
Union mines secretary Anil Mukim exuded confidence
on the progress of mineral block auctions in Odisha and
the strides made by the state with respect to the District
Mineral Foundation (DMF). “I am made to understand
that 17-18 mineral blocks in the state including iron ore
blocks could be put up for auctions. Odisha is a very
proactive state in conducting auctions. Collection under
DMF has exceeded Rs 50 billion and new projects are
getting approved. Moreover, a monitoring mechanism
has been put in place,” said Mukim.
Odisha has successfully auctioned three iron ore
blocks and a couple of limestone deposits. Essar
Steel, Bhushan Steel Ltd and Bhushan Power & Steel
Ltd have emerged as successful bidders in the online
auctions of three iron ore blocks. Mukim had a review
meeting with R K Sharma, additional chief secretary
(steel & mines), Odisha and T K Chand, chairman &
managing director of National Aluminium Company
(Nalco). The meeting's agenda was made up by issues
relating to auctions of mines, environment & forest
clearances and ease of doing business in the mining
sector. The Union mines secretary said more iron ore,
bauxite, chromite and limestone blocks will be put up
for auctions. The mines ministry is taking all steps to
remove bottlenecks and ensure ease of doing business
in the mining sector, he added.

Canberra has enjoyed 27 years of uninterrupted
economic growth in trading with East Asian economies
such as Japan, South Korea and, more recently,
China, mostly as a commodity exporter and buying
their products in return. But, as Sidhu reminded her
audience, “An important insight from the strategy is to
remind Australians that India will not likely follow the
same model. Put simply, India is not China.”
For Australia this is frustrating. The report notes,
“There is no market over the next 20 years which offers
more growth opportunities for Australian business
than India. Today, the risk is that we are not moving
fast enough and Australia might fall behind.” Australia
has discovered there is no easy fit for India. Yet, given
India’s rapid climb as an economy, Australia is keen to
ramp up trade and investment relations. The subtext of
the report is also the rising discomfort in Asia about the
Chinese clout in the region. Coincidentally, at another
event organised by the Anantha Aspen Institute in New
Delhi this week, former foreign secretary Shivshankar

Commenting on Nalco's performance, he said, the
navratna company has raked in more than Rs six billion
net profit in the first quarter and was likely to sustain
this robust performance in the fiscal year.
BS Reporter, Bhubaneswar | August 10, 2018
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Adani Carmichael project test case for future Indian
investment: Aus report
A research supported by the Australian government
has produced a 500-page report on how to tap the
Indian economy, in a bid to swing the country’s trade
from an overdependence on China. At present, 24 per
cent of Australia’s annual trade is with China, while
only 3.6 per cent is with India. However, the report has
a few standout conclusions.
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Menon said no Asian country wants to be too close to
China or the US. “Each is playing a balancing game,
often with contradictory positions,” he added.

already chalked out action plan and we will be working
on that action plan. This will be supported by our
exploration activities also," he added. The company
has a very ambitious target, the CMD said, adding
that funding was not an issue for the expansion. It will
fund the capital expenditure through internal accruals,
equity (QIP), and debt in a phased manner. Giving the
break up, he said that funds from the internal accrual
may be to the tune of Rs 300-500 crore per year within
the span of six years.

Noting the increasing convergence between the India
and Australia, especially in their quest to keep the
Indian Ocean a zone of free trade, the report also offers
defence cooperation as a possible pivot on which the
two countries might move closer. “As regional security
partners, with a growing strategic convergence, there
is value in Australia and India exploring opportunities
for enhanced defence industry cooperation. A positive
strategic trajectory might also increase the appetite to
share technologies,” the report says. Sidhu said the
reason the study was commissioned by Australian
Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull was simple: “India
matters to Australia.” At the same time she also
acknowledged that India remains a “challenging place”
to do business for Australian companies. “For a lot of
Australian companies, the information about India is
quite dated,” she said. That perception is shared by
India, too. “Outside areas such as resources, education,
mining and, in a different sense, sports, India (as of
now) does not naturally look to Australia as a first order
partner,” Verghese’ report notes. Canberra wants New
Delhi to change that perception.
Subhomoy Bhattacharjee, BS | August 11, 2018
ä

With regard to equity he said it will depend on its
requirement. "Debt also (will be) 1:2. The debt equity
ratio in the mining company is 1:2 so in that ratio we
will relate," he added. Besides, the company said that
it will also spend Rs 175 crore for exploration activities
spread over three years. It will issue 13.87 crore fresh
equity shares, to the extent of 15 per cent, which will
bring down government stake in the PSU to 66.13 per
cent, an official statement had said. The government
holds 76.05 per cent stake in the PSU at present. At
the current market price, issuance of 15 per cent fresh
equity would garner Rs 900.6 crore to the company.
"HCL will use the proceeds of Qualified Institutional
Placement (QIP) to meet its expansion/capex plan
which would create employment opportunities for
9,300 persons approximately," the statement had said.
Expansion projects of HCL are located in the states of
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and Jharkhand. Hindustan
Copper, a vertically integrated copper producer, is
primarily engaged in business of mining and processing
of copper ore to produce refined copper metal.
PTI | Aug 02, 2018

Hindustan Copper to spend Rs 5,500 cr on
expansion
Hindustan Copper Ltd (HCL)will spend Rs 5,500 crore
over 6 years to expand its production capacity by six
times to up to 20 million tonnes per annum (MTPA), a
top official of the company said today. HCL has "very
ambitious" expansion plans, the company's CMD
Santosh Sharma told reporters.
"We have been working till date with a target of
expanding to 12.4 million tonnes of copper ore
production per annum. Now we have set our revised
target at 20 million tonnes (MT)," he said. The Cabinet
had yesterday approved a fresh equity issue of 15 per
cent by HCL, which will help the state-run company
raise over Rs 900 crore.

ä

Sharma said the company is aiming to enhance its
capacity six times from present 3.6 MTPA to 20 MT
by 2023-24. "The Capex requirement for the mine
expansion plan is Rs 5,500 crore which is spread
over next six years," he said. Last year, HCL's capex
was close to Rs 600 crore. Right now the company
is catering to around five per cent of domestic copper
demand and aspires to take it to the level of 30 per cent
and it has reviewed its expansion plan, Sharma said.
"We have come to conclusion that we can grow up to
20 million tonne by 2023-2024 and for that we have
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 20,
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India to bring in new mineral policy to align
exploration and development projects
The Indian government is expected to put into play a new
mineral policy, possibly before the end of August, aimed
at a more investor-friendly alignment of exploration and
development projects. The Mines Ministry, which is
the driver of the proposed policy changes, is expected
to suggest amendments to the Mines, Minerals
Development and Regulation Act (MMDRA) 2015
to align it with the new framework, ensuring a level
playing field between investors in mineral exploration
and mineral development projects. Officials aware of
the framing of the policy said that with only 10% of the
area with established resources being explored and
private investments in exploration almost negligible,
it was imperative that a new policy should incentivise
such investments, as mineral exploration remained
“very inadequate both by international standards, as
well as the requirements of the country”.
September 2018

One of the key areas being addressed by the Mines
Ministry was the grant of nonexclusive reconnaissance
permits (NREPs), which, since introduction in 2015,
has found few takers among private investors. It
was pointed out by the officials that investors opting
for NREP did not have any long-term incentive to
undertake exploration projects and pump in risk capital,
since, on successful establishment of definite resource,
the block had to be handed back to either the federal
or provincial government for subsequent auction to
private investors.

FIMI appoints Hindustan Zinc CEO
Sunil Duggal as its new president

With NREP holders having no stake in the final
development of the mineral block and just compensation
for exploration investments, private resource majors
had stayed away from exploration projects unable
to build long term business models in the domestic
industry, the officials said. The amendment to MMRDA
2015 would seek to rectify this uneven playing field by
granting NREP holders the first right of refusal at the
auction of any mineral block successfully explored by
the permit holder. Another option under consideration
was that instead of offering an NREP, the government
would grant a combined NREP and a prospecting
licence bundled with a mining licence at the very start
of the mineral exploration process. Industry analysts
said that few private investors were willing to commit
high cost risk capital after acquiring NREP, which in
its present form did not make any business sense for
global resource majors with integrated exploration and
mineral production business verticals, as NREP did not
guarantee them any foothold in resources established
by them. It has been learnt that the Mines Ministry is
also toying with the option of offering fiscal incentives
linked to NREP in cases where an investor brings in
international best practices in exploration. However,
a section of government officials said that the option
of financial incentives linked to NREP would face the
challenge of government’s ability to open its purse
strings at a time when efforts were aimed at checking
the national fiscal deficit. At the same time, it would
be a challenge to lay down specific parameters of
international mineral exploration best practices and
technology to determine the quantum of fiscal incentive
that could be put on the table.
Ajoy Das, Miningweekly.com | August 15, 2018

The Federation of Indian Mineral Industries (FIMI), an
apex mining body, has appointed Sunil Duggal, CEO of
Hindustan Zinc as its new President at its annual general
meeting on August 14. An industry veteran, Duggal is
currently vice chairman of International Zinc Association,
co-chair – FICCI Non-Ferrous Metals Committee 2018 and
President – Indian Lead Zinc Development Association.
Commenting on his appointment, Duggal said, “ I have
always believed that India is blessed with immense
mineral resource. Each and every citizen of this country
aligns with ‘Make in India’ vision and to achieve this vision
we have to ‘Find in India’. Minerals are a natural wealth for
any country, and if utilized in a sustainable manner they
can bring prosperity, development and help eradicate
poverty. If India has to achieve double digit growth, the
contribution of mineral sector needs to be brought to
7-8% of India’s GDP.”
“We have a taboo of being an import based economy
and we have to turn the tables and make Indian products
available for the global economy. India should be a wellestablished supplier of finished products to the world
and for that you need extensive exploration of mineral
resources and setting up of ancillary industries to convert
these resources into finished products”, he added.
An electrical engineering graduate and an Alumni of
IMD, Lausanne - Switzerland and IIM Calcutta, Duggal
is steering Hindustan Zinc (HZL) to achieve a metal
production capacity of 1.5 million tonne and 1500 tonnes
of silver within a span of five years and it is during his
tenure, that HZL emerged as a fully underground mining
company. He is also the Chairman of the Vedanta
Ethics Committee and anchors Vedanta HSE Council
and has embedded a strong culture of safety culture in
the company with adoption of best-in-class mining and
smelting techniques.
Rakhi Mazumdar, ET Bureau | Aug 16, 2018

National Council Meeting
MEAI National Council Meeting will be held @6.30
PM on 21.09.2018 at Hosapete. All the Council
members are requested to attend the meeting
please.
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Light Pollution: An Indian Aspect of
Emerging Global Pollution Hazard
By Anurag Dixit 1, Md. Asif Daiyan 2

Abstract
Human eye can’t see very well in the dark and to overcome from this darkness, various efforts are made to brighten the night,
allowing us to function better. Whereas, a little and healthy amount of light can be good, going over inappropriate and excessive use
of artificial light has a slew of negative impacts on human health, nocturnal plants & animals and environmental consequences.
Just like land, water, noise and air, light pollution is a side-effect of industrial civilization. Its sources include building exterior
and interior lighting, advertising, outdoor area lighting, offices, factories, streetlights illuminated sporting venues and foremost the
electronic devices for communication & entertainment. It is most severe in highly industrialized areas. The distinction between
night and day is gradually disappearing on Earth and of losing its night light– also known as light pollution. Light pollution
competes with starlight in the night sky for urban residents, interferes with astronomical observatories, and like any other form of
pollution, disrupts ecosystems.
Energy conservation advocates that light pollution must be addressed by changing the habits of society, so that lighting is used more
efficiently, with less waste and less creation of unwanted or unneeded illumination. Several industry groups also recognize light
pollution as an important issue. Authorities have also taken a variety of measures for dealing with light pollution, depending on
the interests, beliefs and understandings of the society involved, to implementing strict laws and regulations about how lights may
be installed and used.
BACKGROUND
Since Thomas Alva Edison introduced artificial light in 1879,
artificial lighting has been of essential importance in modern
society and urban living. Over the last 50 years, as countries
became affluent and urbanized, demand for outdoor lighting
increased and light pollution sprawled beyond the city limits
and into suburban and rural areas. Emission of light pollution
are rapidly expanding across the country due to urban
illuminating engineering and urban architectural lighting
developments that have created various adverse effects on
nocturnal ecosystems, astronomical observations, energy
wastage, and climate change. This form of pollution is now
prevalent in Asia, Europe, and North America. include
humans, animals and the environment.

WHAT IS LIGHT POLLUTION?
Light pollution, also known as photo-pollution or luminous
pollution, is the excessive, misdirected or invasive use of
artificial outdoor lighting. Light pollution is a broad term
that refers to multiple problems, all of which are caused by
inefficient, unappealing, unnecessary use of artificial light.
Mismanaged lighting alters the colour and contrast of the night
time sky, eclipses natural starlight, and disrupts circadian
rhythms (the 24-hour processes of most organisms), which
affects the environment, energy resources, wildlife, humans

In 2008, National Geographic magazine named Chicago
the most light-polluted city in the United States. However,
in March 2013, the most light-polluted spot in the world is
Hong Kong, China. to be 1,200 times brighter than a normal
urban city sky. Luminous pollution of this magnitude is on
the rise worldwide. Light pollution not only affects astronomy
and the ecological environment in many negative ways, but
also causes energy waste.
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and astronomy research. The threat of light pollution
continues to grow as the demand for artificial light increases
each year.
The Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) and International
Dark Sky Association (IDA) define light pollution as “Any
adverse effect of artificial light including, but not limited to,
glare, light trespass, sky glow, energy waste, compromised
safety and security, and impacts on the nocturnal
environment.”
TYPES OF LIGHT POLLUTION
Specific categories of light pollution include light trespass,
glare, light clutter, sky-glow and light pollution by electronic
devices.
Glare, depending on the intensity, can result in reduced
contrast, colour perception, and visual performance. Glare
occurs in following three forms•
Blinding glare describes effects such as that caused
by staring into the Sun. It is completely blinding and
leaves temporary or permanent vision deficiencies.
•
Disability glare describes effects such as being blinded
by oncoming car lights, or light scattering in fog or in
the eye, reducing contrast, as well as reflections from
print and other dark areas that render them bright,
with significant reduction in sight capabilities. It can
potentially cause fatigue if experienced over extended
periods
•
Discomfort glare does not typically cause a dangerous
situation in itself, though it is annoying and irritating
at best. It can potentially cause fatigue if experienced
over extended periods

Light Trespass
Light trespass occurs when unwanted light enters one’s
property. A typical example would be an inconsiderately
directed security light shining into a bedroom window.

Light clutter
Light clutter refers to excessive groupings of lights. Groupings
of lights may generate confusion, distract from obstacles.
Clutter is particularly noticeable on roads where the street
lights are badly designed, or where brightly lit advertising
surrounds the roadways.

Light trespass can be reduced by selecting light fixtures
which limit the amount of light emitted more than 80° above
the nadir
Glare
Glare is the visual sensation one experiences when stray
light, light in the visual field, is greater than the light to which
the eyes are adapted.
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Sky Glow
Sky glow is the orange glow seen over towns and roads from
upward light. It occurs when light is emitted directly into the
atmosphere, accidently or purposefully, where it is scattered
in the smog, created by dust and gas molecules, creating a
dome-like orange glow that covers the night sky. The glow
reduces the contrast between the stars and the galaxies in
the sky, making celestial objects difficult to see even with
a telescope. Light domes also affect the polarization of
moonlight, which nocturnal animals use to navigate.

of life and safety of humans. Here are some of known side
effects of light pollution.
Environment
The International Dark-Sky Association (IDA), a nonprofit organization that raises awareness of light pollution,
estimates that excessive night time lighting releases more
than 12 million tons of carbon dioxide, the most serious
greenhouse gas, into the atmosphere each year. It would
take nearly 702 million trees to absorb the carbon dioxide
produced by wasted light.
Light pollution may also contribute to other forms of pollution.
According to a 2010 study by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Association, photo-pollution increases air
pollution by suppressing a naturally occurring radical that
cleans the air at night. Nitrate radical, a form of nitrogen
oxide, breaks down vehicle and factory emissions at night.
The nightly process prevents the emissions from becoming
smog, ozone pollution, or other harmful irritants. The process
only takes place at night because sunlight destroys nitrate
radical. However, artificial lights from buildings, cars, and
streetlights, although 10,000 times dimmer than sunlight,
also affect nitrate radical and slow down the cleansing
process by 7%. Artificial light also increase the chemicals
for ozone pollution by 5%.

Light Pollution by Electronic Devices
Electronic devices can easily simplify human task everyday
but however it also might give a bad impact towards human
in terms of health. Electronic device offers screen display that
is attractive, various design and so many screen displays
emit a bright light to further explain content display exist
in device screen. With colour variation that explains vision
towards device enable users have enjoyment in looking and
use it. This is because, with various colour that attached with
lighting that is bright give difficulty to eye in accepting display
especially after long usage. The brightness eventually will
affect the eyes. It would be more aggravating when human
use electronic device at night. Device usage at night give big
effect towards eye’s health since eye will be focused to bright
screen display and with the glare that is strong discommode
eye. It will also might affecting the blurred point of the eye.

Energy
IDA study estimated that 30% of all light emitted by public
outdoor light fixtures is wasted, which amounts to 22
Terawatt Hours (TWh)/year of wasted electrical energy. This
is equivalent to the following:
•
About 3.6 million tons of coal per year
•
About 12.9 million barrels of oil per year
•
Unnecessary annual release of over 15.5 million metric
tons of greenhouse gases
The total amount of wasted electrical energy each year is
enough to illuminate over 11 million homes and power over
777,000 cars.

EFFECTS OF LIGHT POLLUTION
Luminous pollution has dire effects on our environment
and resources of energy as well as wildlife ecology and
astronomical research. Light pollution also affects the quality
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Wildlife
Luminous pollution affects the feeding, sleeping, mating, and
migration cycles of all wildlife. Wildlife can also experience
disorientation of time when there is too much artificial light
at night.
i)
Mammals - Mammals such as bats, raccoons, coyotes,
deer, and moose can experience difficulty foraging
for food at night due to over illumination. They risk
exposure to natural predators and increased mortality
due to night vision impairment. They also experience
a decline in reproduction that leads to a shrinking
population.
ii) Birds - Birds such as owls and nighthawks use
moonlight and starlight to hunt and migrate at night.
Artificial lights sources can overwhelm natural light
sources, causing birds to be drawn to or fixated on the
artificial lights. This results in birds deviating from their
intended migration route, flying until they experience
exhaustion and collapse, and becoming prey to other
animals.
Marine birds such as albatrosses are known to collide
with lighthouses, wind turbines, and drilling platforms
at sea due to their bright lights. In North America
alone, 100 million birds die annually in collisions with
illuminated buildings and towers.
iii) Amphibians - Sky glow affects amphibians such
as frogs, toads, and salamanders in marshes and
wetlands. The orange haze confuses and disorients
them, which causes a decrease in feeding and mating.
It also impairs natural instincts that protect amphibians
against natural predators and the elements.
iv) Reptiles - Reptiles such as sea turtles are greatly
affected by light pollution. Female turtles nest on dark,
remote beaches, but bright coastal lights prevent them
from finding safe nesting areas for their eggs. This leads
the female turtles depositing their eggs in an unsafe
area or the ocean. Artificial lights may also disorient
other nocturnal reptiles.
v) Insects - Insects such as moths are naturally attracted
to light and may use all their energy to stay near a
source of light. This interferes with mating and migration
as well as makes them vulnerable to natural predators,
which reduces their population. This also affects all
species that rely on insects for food or pollination.

from space. In order to conduct observation and research,
astronomers require dark skies.
Humans
Humans, like plants and wildlife, are regulated by circadian
rhythms, the physical, mental and behavioural changes
that occur in a 24-hour cycle. The circadian clock regulates
physiologic activities such as brain wave patterns, hormone
production, and cell regulation. The rhythms respond to the
light and darkness around an organism. Disrupting these
rhythms can result in a variety of health problems, including
sleep disorders, anxiety, depression, diabetes, cancer
(particularly breast and prostate cancer), cardiovascular
disease, immunological disorders, and obesity.

The main cause is eyes problem by electronic gadgets such
as mobile phones and computers. People don’t take eye
problems seriously. It’s like a silent killer which may lead
to blindness slowly, if ignored. The fluid/water present in
eyes starts drying due to overuse of these gadgets, leads
to dryness of eyes and affects vision. Many people have
probably experienced digital eye strain (DES) already but
just didn’t know how to categorize it. Digital eye strain is
a group of eyes and vision related problems that are due
to extended computer or digital device use. DES sufferers
routinely exhibit eye strain, redness, and dryness due
to decreased blinking, blurry vision due to screen glare,
headache from prolonged eye strain and neck/shoulder/
back pain that is caused by poor posture and sub-optimal
screen position. These symptoms are typically caused using
a digital screen for two or more hours per day.

Astronomy
Light pollution alters our view of the sky and stars, but
no group of people is more affected by this phenomenon
than astronomers. Light spill and sky glow interferes with
astronomical equipment, and makes viewing faint celestial
bodies difficult even with the aid of a telescope.

LIGHT POLLUTION MEASUREMENT
An important part of solving the problem of light pollution
is to have a thorough understanding of its magnitude, and
a great way to do that is to measure the brightness of the
night sky. Light is a type of radiation and forms part of the
electromagnetic spectrum visible to the eye. It is measured in

Today, astronomy helps us determine the Sun’s effect on
Earth’s climate, and identify any potential threats to Earth
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lumens (lm). The amount of light falling on a surface is known
as the illuminance and is measured in lumens per square
metre or lux. This is easy to calculate and measure and is
therefore widely used. The illuminance of direct sunlight
is approximately one hundred thousand lux, but normal
daylight, which is filtered through a cloudy sky is between
five thousand and ten thousand lux, while moonlight is as
little as 0.25 lux.

brightness. Cut-off lighting emits illumination down to the
ground where it’s most needed and in many cases, improves
visibility. The Illuminating Engineering Society of North
America(IESNA) provides below cut-off classifications:

Generally, luminance measurements can be taken as
point luminance measurements using luminance meters;
however, this method has been disregarded due to its
inaccuracy when measuring surface luminance emitted by
light sources. As an alternative, aerial night time photography
is being used to perform spatial night time artificial lighting
analyses. Similarly, using data capturing technologies, night
time satellite images and maps are being utilized to develop
spatial GIS database for sensitive suburban areas. Among
the existing techniques, high dynamic range (HDR) imaging
has been acknowledged by experts as the most efficient.
The luminous tone mapping technique has become popular
recently as it can be used to simulate an accurate image
of any lit environment to match the actual amount of light
radiated within it.

5. Be Involved: Take steps to prevent and reduce light
pollution in home, work, and community. The electronic device
users shall decrease the brightness and installed an antiglare screen protector on the devices. Decrease the amount
of external lighting, thereby reducing the amount of glare on
the devices. The monitor should be just inside arm’s length.
Also, artificial tears are essential for prolonged computer
use. The 20-20-20 rule for computer use is beneficial in
decreasing eye strain. Every 20 minutes, take a 20 second
break and look at something at least 20 feet away. This will
help relieve eye strain and decrease generalized fatigue.
Beside this at work place turn off or dim office lights after all
workers have left the property for the day to prevent light and
energy waste. Petition local business owners to dim afterhour signs to prevent glare and light clutter. Propose lighting
ordinances to our local and state governments to reduce
light pollution.

STEPS TO PREVENT LIGHT POLLUTION
Light pollution could be mitigated or prevented at the source
whenever feasible. Preventive approaches would therefore be
applied to all light pollution-generating activities. Legislation
is another way to get rid of this problem. There is need of
stringent law that will formulate lighting fixtures and use of
shielding in order to prevent out flux of light.

INDIA’S STAND ON LIGHT POLLUTION

1. Warm It Up: Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are an energyefficient technology whose application to general purpose
lighting is rapidly growing with a significant effect for energy
savings and LEDs lighting devices are more durable than
incandescent lights. The widespread use of them could
save electricity consumption and decrease carbon dioxide
emission. Many LED lights emit a blue short wavelength
light that scatters easily into the atmosphere, which causes
eyestrain, impairs night vision and adds to light pollution.
2. Shield It: Choose outdoor light fixtures that are shielded,
meaning there is a solid cap above the light bulb that prevents
light from being emitted directly to the sky, to minimize sky
pollution.
3. Sensor It: Install motion sensors on outdoor fixtures so
they turn on when needed and turn off after a short time.
Make sure to test and adjust the motion detector’s sensitivity
as needed to prevent the lights from turning on and off
unnecessarily.
4. Cut It Off: Select exterior light fixtures with cut-off
angles to prevent light from escaping above the horizontal
plane (nadir), minimize up lighting, and reduce high-angle
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increased by 33% compare to the year between 2012 to
2016 a rise of 7.4% per year compare to the world which
is 2.2% per year. Many towns in India must have seen a
significant increase in outdoor lighting infrastructure in
recent years. This could be because of the development
of new suburbs with building boom, skyrocketing number
of high-rises, lighted highways and industrial development.
And because of this the alarming rate of increase of air
pollution create atmospheric smog that hangs over towns,
cities and industrial areas at night generally increases night
sky brightness.

Based on Survey Indian Major Cities Light Pollution Index
Sl.
Light
Major Cities
Category
No.
Pollution Index
1

New Delhi

64.65

High

2

Mumbai

70.99

High

3

Ahmedabad

65.33

High

4

Bangalore

64.02

High

5

Indore

61.11

High

6

Kolkata

60.5

High

7

Surat

59.7

Moderate

8

Chennai

58.96

Moderate

9

Hyderabad

58.1

Moderate

10

Chandigarh

57.81

Moderate

Rapid urbanisation has resulted in increasing urban light
pollution in urban areas. Around 80% of Indians live under
light-polluted skies, greater increase in night time radiance
over North India as compared with the South. Some places
in West India also recorded a significant increase in night
time radiance.
There is hardly any scientific research on the impact of
light pollution in India, and only a handful of attempts to
measure light pollution, which generally involve citizens in
collaborative efforts to collect qualitative data.

Source: These data are based on perceptions of visitors of
the website www.numbeo.com in the past 3 years

Typical Examples of Most Commonly Available Light Sources in India
Light Source

Wattage
Range (W)

Efficacy
(Lm/W)

Life (Hrs.)

Lumen
Maintenance

Colour
Rendition

Dimming
Capability

Optical
Control

Incandescent

15 to 200

12 to 20

500 to 1000

Fair to Good

Very Good

Very Good

Good

300 to 1500

20 to 27

200 to 2000

Good to Very
Good

Very Good

Good

Very Good

Standard Fluorescent

20 to 80

55 to 65

5000

Fair to Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Slime Line Fluorescent

18 to 58

57 to 67

5000

Fair to Good

Good

Low

Poor

Compact Fluorescent

5 to 40

60 to 70

7500

Good

Good to Very
Good

Very Low

Fair

High Pressure Mercury

60 to 1000

50 to 65

5000

Federate

Fair

Poor

Blended Light

160 to 250

20 to 30

5000

Federate

Very Low

Poor

Metal Halide

35 to 2000

80 to 95

4000 to 8000

Very Low

Very Good

Low

Good

High Pressure Sodium

50 to 1000

90 to 125

Low Pressure Sodium

10 to 180

100 to 200

1 to 25

80 to 800

Tungsten Halogen

LED

10000 to
15000
10000 to
2000

Fair to Good

Low to Good

Low

Good

Good to Very
Good

Poor

Very Low

Poor

10000

Very Good

Good

No

Good

Delhi, Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Indore and
Kolkata each have high category of light-pollution blobs
comparable to a U.S. city of two million, though each of
those metropolises have roughly ten times that number of
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 20,
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Very Low to
Fair
Very Low to
Fair

people. At 7.4%, India’s annual growth in outdoor areas lit
beyond the threshold which is 5 nanowatts per steradian per
centimeter square (nW cm-2 sr-1) at night was more than
three times the global growth. While a small village in India
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a significant role in achieving basic social safety and
environmental objectives. The National Lighting Code
(SP72:NLC-2010) has been formulated by Bureau of
Indian Standards to encourage good lighting practices in
place by best available technology, proper design, planning
and selection of equipment for the lighting in industrial,
commercial, public, utility areas and residential applications
with special emphasis on energy conservation and safety.
This Code is applicable to the lighting systems in large
varieties of interior and exterior installations including areas
like Mining, Industrial, Hospitals, Utilities, Sports Complex,
Railway, Airport etc. It lays down a set of minimum provision
necessary to protect the interest of the public regarding
lighting levels and quantity, safety parameters etc. The
details guidelines have been provided in the code on good
engineering practices to be adopted for effective and efficient
use of light sources.

lit with five to six poles at night would probably fall below
this threshold, a town would fall above it. For perspective,
the radiance observed at an international airport is typically
~150nW cm-2 sr-1, or 30 times above the threshold.
INTERNATIONAL REGULATION ON LIGHT POLLUTION
In the absence of internationally agreed scientific methods
for measuring light pollution impact, light pollution is not
addressed. As light pollution, coming from wasted light
energy, increases carbon emissions and wastes money
at the same time, the international legislation designed
to limit light pollution from energy usage, United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change with a legally
binding greenhouse gas emission reduction commitment.
First International Symposium on light pollution was held in
1995 in Italy with the theme of “light pollution, its size and
probability” and in less than two years, the local law of the
country was adopted and this law was considered as a
model for other countries in this field. The Czech Republic’s
Protection of the Atmosphere Act 2002 which becomes the
first light pollution law in the European Union to limit outdoor
light pollution from streetlights and other outdoor light
fixtures. The EU Parliamentary Assembly Resolution 1776
(2010) on Noise and Light Pollution, as a new resolution for
updating and clarifying European light pollution concerns.
Some EU Member States, such as Canada, England,
France, Italy, Spain, Chile and Slovenia, adopt both general
legislation designed to reducing the environmental impact
and inefficiency energy impact of light-related products and
they also adopt specific legislation designed to limit light
pollution throughout their outdoor light source requirements.
A number of countries including USA, Japan, Taiwan and
Italy have begun dictating lighting level limits through
regulations in order to reduce the amount of light pollution.
Korea is one of the most recent countries to enact Light
Pollution Prevention Act in February 2013.

Recommended Values of Illumination & Limiting Values of
Glare Index

a)
b)
c)

100-150
20
150-1500

a)
b)
c)

–
–
19-28

a)
b)
c)

100-300
100-150
100

a)
b)
c)

–
–
–

Electricity Generating Station:
a) Indoor Location
a)
b) Outdoor Location
b)

70 to 300
20 to 100

a)
b)

19-25
–

10 to 20
100
100
150
200
300

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

–
–
28
28
28
–

Collieries:
a) Coal Preparation Plant
b) Lamp Rooms
c) Fan Houses

Iron and Steel Works:
a) Marshalling &
Outdoor Stockyards
b) Stairs, Basements,
Quarries
c) Melting Shops, Blast
Furnace, Mechanical Plant
d) Rolling & Wire Mills,
Power and Blower Houses
e) Cold Strip Mills,
Machine and Roll Shop
f) Plate Inspection

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Source: These data are based on SP 72 (2010): National
Lighting Code 2010; Note: Only Few data have been taken
for example

INDIAN PERSPECTIVE ON LIGHT POLLUTION
REGULATION
With an estimated 17 percent of the energy consumption
in India due to lighting. The Lighting technology place
No. 2

Limiting
Glare Index

Factory Areas:
a) General Areas
b) Outdoor Areas
c) Workshop &
Maintenance Areas

The illuminating engineering society and the International
Dark-sky Association (IDA) joined together and established
common regulations to be used as guidelines for preventing
light pollution, the Model Lighting Ordinance. The regulations
recommend that fully shielded outdoor lighting be used
always. They also advise that outdoor light fixtures have a
control device/system that automatically turns off the light
when sufficient daylight is available. Furthermore, the IDA
regulations encourage the establishment of time limits after
which the total lumens coming from outdoor lighting fixtures
should be decreased by about 30% or lights turned off
completely
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Beside this, DGMS (Directorate General of Mines Safety)
India provided a mandatory illumination standards for Mines
safety point of view are as follow21
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Standards of Illumination in Opencast Mines
Serial No.

Minimum standards of illumination to be provided
(in lux)
15 H, 25 V (so as to cover depth and height
through which the machine operates.)

Places to be illuminated

1

Work place of Heavy Machinery

2

Drilling operations
(i)Area where drilling rig works
(ii)Area where drill, holes exists

3

Places where manual work is done

15 H, 25 V

4

Places where loading, unloading or transfer, loading of dumpers,
trucks or train is carried on (including OB Dump and Coal Stack
Yard)

15 H, 15 V

5

Operators cabins of machines or mechanisms

6

Haul roads for Trucks and Dumpers

10 H

7

Rail haulage track in the pit

10 H

8

Roadways and foot paths from bench to bench

10 H

9

Permanent paths for use of persons employed etc.

10 H

10

In-pit Crusher/Feeder Breaker

40 H

11

Hand Picking Points

50 H

12

13

25 V (so as to illuminate full height of the drilling
rig)
15 H

50 H at all places of operation

Conveyers
(a) Transfer points and drive/tail end area
(b) Along conveyor
Coal Handing Plant
(a) Places of crushing, screening, segregation and loading/
unloading
(b) Operation points
(c) Other places (in general)

40 H
20 H
40 H
50 H
20 H

14

Pumping Station

40 H

15

(i)
(ii)

16

First Aid station

50 H

17

Rest shelter

30 H

18

Workshop

19

Parking Yard

20

General working areas as determined by the Manager in writing

Electrical Sub-station
Other places of operation of electrical apparatus / equipment

100 H, 50 V
20 H, 20 V

100 H, 50 V
50 H
10 H at the level of surface to be illuminated

Source: DGMS (Tech.) (S&T) Circular No 6,dated 8/6/2016
effects on health are immediately visible and could even
be life-threatening, light pollution has subtle and long-term
effects on health and ecological environment for this reason
in India there is stringent Laws and Act on Air and water
pollution but, we are still waiting for light pollution law that will
allow us to check on this anthropogenic form of pollution.

However, Indian regulatory standards only guided for work
place safety, energy management and energy conservation
in lighting installation including guidelines for design
and good practices but these guidelines do not cover the
maximum requirements of light and the effects of light
pollution on human health, ecological environment and
astronomy. Unlike air and water pollution, where adverse
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 20,
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RECOMMENDATION
Some of the recommendation for forming Indian legislation
on Light Pollutions are•
Coordination with global operations and formation of
technical committee of light pollution.
•
Standardized equipment with level of causing light
pollution
•
Prevention of the installation of high-wattage light
fixtures with high brightness by Municipal level
authority
•
Lighting systems should be built up by minimum and
maximum brightness of the area specified by law of
regional security.
•
Lighting systems should be supported by systems that
are able to reduce the amount of night light after curfew
hours.
•
Developing standards for street lighting.
•
Developing and implementing standards, especially
illumination of billboards around the streets and roads.
•
Promoting the use of lights, with zero light pollution
(labeled anti-light pollution).
•
Promoting lighting systems with the technology that
maximize efficiency.

protect and enforce the imperatives to intelligently
reduce detrimental light pollution.
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ECO FRIENDLY BLASTING TECHNIQUES:
A CASE STUDY AT AMALGAMATED PAK LIMESTONE MINE OF
M/S. DALMIA CEMENT (BHARAT) LIMITED
E. Vasudevan 1 and N. Uma maheswaran 2

Abstract
Blasting – the key operation in production needs improvement in terms of efficiency such as fragmentation, blast profile, machinery
performance & Cost control and in terms of Eco-friendly measures such as control on fly rocks, ground vibration, noise & dust. This
paper highlights scientific explanation for the methodology buttressed by data generated during the investigation. The observations
and results are derived specific to site condition. The change in blasting parameters is purely dependent on the geology and rock
strata condition prevailing with respect to the mine.
Keywords: Blasting, fragmentation, Eco-Friendly measures, Geology and rock strata conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Blasting is an essential part of the mining cycle. In virtually
all forms of mining, rock is broken by drilling and blasting.
Blasting technology is the process of fracturing material
by the use of a calculated amount of explosive so that a
predetermined volume of material is broken. From the
earliest days of blasting with black powder, there have been
steady developments in explosives, detonating and delaying
techniques and in the understanding of the mechanics of rock
breakage by explosives. Good blast design and execution
are essential to successful mining operations. Improper
or poor practices in blasting can have a severely negative
impact on the economics of a mine and on the environment
too. The use of excessive explosives at a mine site can
result in damages not only to the rock structures but also
to environment as ground vibration and noise pollution. The
environmental effects of blasting can be distinguished as
follows,
i.
Ground vibration & noise
ii.
Air blast
iii. Fly rock
iv. Dust

and is placed in the middle Ariyalur stage of the Upper
Cretaceous formations of the Indian stratigraphy, which was
formed, in marine transgressional environment. The rocks in
these region form part of the marine sedimentary formation
of cretaceous age and referred to Kallankurichi formation
of Ariyalur stage. The Kallankurichi formation is overlaid
by Nallamedu formation and under lained by Sillakkudi
formation. A massive rudist bivalve carbonate shell bank
underlain by conglomerate bed at the base, is approximately
aligned in North- South direction with a maximum thickness
of 40 m .The limestone are hard and compact having large
Gryphaea, Terebratulids, Alectryonia and a host of other
brachiopod species were identified.
Limestone is yellowish in color with predominant wellpreserved Gryphaea shells and is highly fossiliferous with
a Kankar top of greyish brown colour. The Gryphaea shells
are well preserved and cemented together by a fine matrix
of sand and clay. The basement is of pure sandstone, which
is grey in colour.
III. METHOD OF MINING
Mining operation is carried out by open cast mining method
by working the deposit by systematic formation of benches
as per Metalliferrous Mines Regulation 1961. The mine is
presently being worked from top to bottom in a descending
order keeping an average bench height of 7.5 m. The mining
operations are being carried out by conventional method
of mining by drilling and blasting. Drill Holes of 115mm
diameter having self-provision for water sprinkling while
drilling which reduces dust emission. Blasting is carried
out using slurry explosives & ANFO initiation by NONEL
shock tubes. The blasted limestone is loaded with the help
of Hydraulic excavators and wheel loaders and transported

The main objective of this paper is to discuss on one of
the important parameter (Explosive charge/hole) which
influences the environmental effects. The two case studies
conducted at Amalgamated Perianagalur, Aminabad &
Khairulabad Limestone mine of M/s. Dalmia Cement (Bharat)
Limited to reduce explosive column in blast holes without
affecting the blasting performance.
II. GEOLOGY
The limestone deposit in this area is of sedimentary origin

Asst. General Manager-Mines, M/s. Dalmia Cement Bharat Ltd, Dalmiapuram, Tamilnadu
2 Asst. Mines Manager, M/s. Dalmia Cement Bharat Ltd, Dalmiapuram, Tamilnadu
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by 31 tonnes Tipping Taurus to the crusher hopper located
at Dalmiapuram and Ariyalur plant.
IV. CASE STUDY – I : (USAGE OF WASTE DISCARDED
WATER BOTTLES)
To increase the column charge without affecting the blasting
performance, it is planned to conduct trial blast using waste
discarded water bottles.
Background Study: The increased bottled water
consumption has become a serious environmental threat
in India. The bottled water industry has been growing at a
CAGR of 15% for the last 3 years and is currently valued to
INR 60 billion. The industry is expected to grow exponentially
in future years. But recycling of these discarded bottles are
quite low due to poor collection rate. The large quantity
of used water bottles are laid as scrap in water bodies or
dumped in land (Fig:1). These bottles are made up of PET
(Polyethylene Terephthalate) which are photo degrade which
means they break down into smaller fragments over time.
These fragments absorb toxin that pollutes water bodies and
land. It also takes more than 1000 years for these bottles
to decompose. Recent studies have shown that plastics in
the ocean decompose faster than was once thought, due to
exposure to sun, rain, and other environmental conditions,
resulting in the release of toxic chemicals such as bisphenol.
The Marine Conservancy has predicted the decomposition
rates of several plastic products.

Fig 3 :Global Water Bottle Production Statistics

Trial Procedure: These
discarded water bottles
preferably one litre/ two litre
which have a dimension of
about 70-75 mm diameter
and 0.3 m in length suits
the blast hole requirement
in
Amalgamated
PAK
Limestone mines. These
discarded water bottles Fig 4: Charge Configuration with water
were collected from guest bottles as spacers
house at Dalmiapuram &
Ariyalur and later a PO was issued to local vendor to supply
discarded water bottles. A series of trial blast with placing
these bottles on toe, middle & top deck to observe the
fragmentation as shown in Fig: 4. The strata condition plays
a vital role in position of deck. The blast area is split into two
zones, one portion of the zone is charged with conventional
practice and another portion is charged with modification
pattern using discarded water bottles for air decking.

It is estimated that a foam plastic cup will take 50 years,
a plastic beverage holder will take 400 years, disposable
diaper will take 450 years, and fishing line will take 600
years to degrade. Chlorinated plastic can release harmful
chemicals into the surrounding soil, which can then seep
into groundwater or other surrounding water sources and
also the ecosystem. This can cause serious harm to the
species that drink the water.

Fig 1: Plastic (PET) Bottles- an Environmental disaster

Fig 5: Resultant blast profile

Observation: The post blast results shows considerable
change in fragmentation eliminating boulders in stemming
column. The method is proved to be well effective in not only
improving the blasting performance but also to reduce the
cost of blasting.

Fig 2: Global Water Bottle Market Growth
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V. CASE STUDY – II
Usage of Used Dye
Bottles from Packing
Plant
Due to inconsistency in
availability of water bottles
from supplier, dye bottles
from cement packing plants
at Dalmiapuram & Ariyalur
are used in blasting as
spacers replacing the
water bottles.

VI. CONCLUSION:
Effectiveness is the most advantageous factor, lessened
tendency to have fly rocks, ground vibration, noise, emission
of greenhouse gases & improved fragmentation were
observed. The use of discarded water bottles or used
dye bottles can save substantially on explosive cost by
Rs.0.40 to Rs. 0.50 per ton under specific site conditions.
The above usage can be studied scientifically to know the
effect of other blast parameters.
VII. REFERRENCE:
1.
2.

Trial Procedure: These used bottles collected from packing
plant are used in same way as water bottles and post blasting
performance were observed as shown in Table 3
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Table 2: Blasting Cost Comparison Using Plastic Water Bottle for Decking

Tonnage

No of
Holes

Meterage
(meters)

Before Modification

PF
(t/kg)

AN
(kg)

KP
(kg)

Exp.Cost
(Rs.)

After Modification

ANFO
(kg)

KP
(kg)

Exp. Cost
(Rs.)

Water Bottle
Consumption
(Nos.)

Total
Cost
(Rs.)

P.F
(t/kg)

Cost
Savings
Per t
(Rs./t)

Cost
Savings
(Rs.)

54

360

7560

5.8

1199

104

56776

1150

95

54072

216

54720

6.07

2056

0.27

63

422

8862

5.8

1406

122

66554

1250

111

59355

250

60105

6.51

6448

0.73

68

351

7371

5.8

1169

102

55356

1050

100

50367

300

51267

6.41

4090

0.55

53

353

7413

5.8

1176

102

55672

1050

106

50817

250

51567

6.41

4104

0.55

46

235

4935

5.8

783

68

37062

700

82

34730

138

35144
6.31
Total Cost
Saving Rs
Cost Savings
Per T (Avg.) Rs

1918

0.39
18616
0.499

Table 3: Comparison on cost economics
Before Modification
No of
Meterage Tonnage
Holes

After Modification

PF
(t/kg)

AN
(kg)

KP
(kg)

Exp.Cost
(Rs.)

ANFO
(kg)

KP
(kg)

Exp. Cost
(Rs.)

DyeBottle
Consumption
(Nos.)

Total Cost
(Rs.)

P.F
(t/kg)

Cost
Savings
(Rs.)

Cost
Savings
Per t
(Rs./t)

37

280

5880

5.8

933

81

44159

900

85

43118

210

43118

5.97

1041

0.18

79

287

5166

5.8

819

71

38797

750

79

36545

240

36545

6.23

2252

0.44

41

226

4746

5.8

753

65

35642

750

50

34366

40

34366

5.93

1277

0.27

73

376

7896

5.8

1252

109

59299

1150

92

53846

150

53846

6.36

5453

0.69

21

108

2268

5.8

360

31

17033

350

27

16313

42

16313

6.02

720

0.32

35

286

6006

5.8

953

83

45105

900

70

41990

80

41990

6.19

3115

0.52

52

267

5607

5.8

889

77

42109

850

65

39574

104

39574

6.13

2535

0.45

50

258

5418

5.8

859

75

40689

800

75

38285

100

38285

6.19

2404

0.44

39

319

7775

5.8

1233

107

58390

1100
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MEAI News
Ahmedabad Chapter
South Gujarat Local Centre organizes a One Day
Seminar On “The Coal Mines Regulations 2017”

Shri S D Jagani, Secretary, South Gujarat Local Center
proposed the vote of thanks to all dignitaries, participants
and guests attending the seminar.

The South Gujarat Local Centre organized a one-day
Seminar on “The Coal Mines Regulations 2017” at Deptt.
of Geology, M. S. University, Vadodara on 11 August 2018
and visit of members’ families to site seeing places of the
City. In all 76 participants attended the seminar.
The seminar was inaugurated by traditional lighting of lamp
by Shri S. N Mathur, the National Vice President III and other
dignitaries present on dais. Shri A. L Thakor, National Council
Member, Shri A. K. Makadia, Vice President - Ahmedabad
Chapter, Shri P. A. Mathur, Secretary-Ahmedabad Chapter,
Shri P. K. Soni, Ex. General Manager, GMDC & former
Chairman, Ahmedabad Chapter also graced the occasion.
It was followed by welcome address by Shri Swagat Ray,
Convener of the Local Centre. In his address, Shri Ray
informed that 13 M.Sc (Final) Geology students of the MS
University has joined MEAI as Student Members and also
participating in the seminar.

Dignitaries on the dais (From L-R): S/Shri Swagat Ray, A L Thakor,
S N Mathur, P K Soni, A K Makadia, P A Mathur

Shri S N Mathur presented the keynote address highlighting
the important changes incorporated in the new set of
regulations, explaining some critical definitions and the
roles and responsibilities of Contractors, Machinery
Manufacturers, Suppliers and Designers. Shri Makadia and
Shri Soni also addressed the gathering.

Lighting of lamp by Shri SN Mathur

Before proceeding further towards the technical paper
presentations, Shri Swagat Ray introduced all the new
student members. A group photo of student members and
the dignitaries was taken.
The Organizing Committee did a good homework and
distributed in advance chapter-wise responsibilities
to prospective speakers who made very effective and
lively presentations, covering all relevant clauses of the
new Regulations. The speakers made the following four
presentations.
1. Shri J.G.Pitroda – A.M (Mines), Tadkeshwar Lignite
Mine, GMDC [Chapter I to IV]
2. Shri M.A.Nipane – Dy.G.M (Mines),Vastan Lignite
Mine, GIPCL [Chapter V to VII]
3. Shri Vikash Mitruka & Shri Rashmi Ranjan Mohapatra A.M (Mines) of Valia Lignite Mine, GIPCL [Chapter VIII
to XI]
4. Shri Swagat Ray – General Manager (P), Amod (G-19
Extn.) Lignite Mine, GMDC [Chapter XI to XII]
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Shri S D Jagani
proposing vote of thanks,

Family members visiting “Laxmi Vilas” Palace

While the members were engaged in technical deliberations,
the family members were taken on the Vadodara City Tour,
visiting the famous “Laxmi Vilas” Palace and the Museum at
Vadodara.
Rajasthan Chapter-Jaipur
Workshop on Occupational Health Hazard in Mining and
Work Places – Control Measures
The Mining Engineers’ Association of India organised a oneday workshop on ‘Occupational Health Hazard in Mining and
Workplaces – Control Measures’ on 9th June, 2018 hosted
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by the its Rajasthan Chapter-Jaipur at its Mining Welfare
Centre at Jaipur, Rajasthan.
The Workshop was inaugurated by Shri P.K. Sarkar, Director
General of Mines Safety, DGMS, Dhanbad and the inaugural ceremony was presided over by Shri A.K. Kothari, National President of MEAI. Shri D.S. Maru, Director Mines &
Geology, Government of Rajasthan, Udaipur was the Guest
of Honour. Dr. M.K. Devrajan, IPS and former member,
Rajasthan State Human Rights Commission delivered the
Key Note Address on the subject. Shri D.K. Saxena, former
Director of Mines Safety, DGMS, convened the Workshop.
Shri O.P. Gupta, Chairman MEAI Jaipur, headed the Organising Committee and Shri Anil Mathur, Vice Chairman, MEAI
Jaipur, was the Organising Secretary of the Workshop.

Shri D.S. Maru,
Director DMG-R, sharing views

In Panel Discussions, four papers were presented on Occupational Health in Mines: Practice and Policies pertaining
to (i) Large Underground Mines by Dr Deepak Gautam, (ii)
Cement Industry by Dr. Vidya Kiran, (iii) For a Mining Policy
and not the Mineral Policy by Rana Sengupta, and (iv) Limestone Mines by Dr Evlina Mozumdar.

The Workshop was attended by over 150 delegates from
across the country. They included two Dy. Directors General
of Mines Safety, five Directors of Mines Safety and one Dy.
Director of Mines Safety (Occupational Health) of DGMS,
top executives of mining companies, mine owners of un-organised mining sector, prominent NGOs working on occupational diseases and affected persons in mining, processing
of minerals and carving of stones. Medical doctors, research
scholars, mining professionals and mine owners presented
their technical papers including short films related to silicosis in three Technical Sessions spread over the day.

August gathering in the workshop, Some of the technical paper presenters

Annual General Meeting of MEAI Rajasthan ChapterJaipur
Annual General Meeting of Rajasthan Chapter-Jaipur was
held immediately after the workshop. MEAI President Shri
Arun Kothari chaired the meeting. Shri. P.C. Bakliwal welcomed all the guests and members of the Chapter and requested to observe 2-minute silence for the departed souls
of MEAI members.

Following technical papers were presented in the workshop:
(i) Silicosis and evolution of silicosis relief programmes in
Rajasthan: present status and future perspectives by Dr.
P.K. Sishodiya, (ii) Silicosis in mines: recent experiences
in DGMS by Dr. George John, (iii) A multi-centric study on
prevalence of silicosis in mines by Dr. Sarang Dhatrak, (iv)
Prevalence of silicosis in stone carving workers and its key
attributes: an NGO’s Experience by Priyanka Jain, (v) Occupational health hazards in mines: the management approach
by M.L. Lahoti, (vi) Ergonomic hazards in mining by Dr Abhay Sharma, (vii) Occupational health hazards: a study of
sandstone mine workers of Karauli district in Rajasthan by
Absar Ahmed, (viii) Strategy and control measures to tackle
the health hazard of airborne dust in opencast mines by Shri
Milind Swaroop.

Lighting of lamp by dignitaries

Shri P.C. Bakliwal 		
presenting Secretary’s report

Chapter’s Past and present Chairmen

Dr. Devrajan presenting keynote address
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Secretary Shri P.C. Bakliwal presented his report and Treasurer Shri M.C. Goyal presented the audited report of accounts, which was approved by the house.

ISM, Dhanbad presented his views on ‘Mineral Resource
Estimation, Classification and Reporting from Geostatistics
Perspective - for Ease of Mining Business’.

Shri D.K. Rai, Election Officer, declared the election results
of the new Executive Committee of Rajasthan ChapterJaipur for the year 2018-20. New Office bearers included
S/S P.C. Bakliwal as Chairman, M.C. Goyal, Vice-Chairman,
Dr. S.K. Wadhawan, Secretary, K.C. Goyal, Joint Secretary,
Somnath Bhattacharyya, Treasurer; and the executive committee members included Shri Anil Kumar, Dr. A.K. Grover,
Dr. L.S. Shekhawat, Shri L.S. Rathore and Shri M.L. Lahoti.
Shri Arun Kothari welcomed the incoming Executive Committee and thanked the outgoing Executive Committee for
their outstanding work. Shri O.P. Gupta, while getting relieved by Shri P.C. Bakliwal, briefed the house about the activities of Rajasthan Chapter-Jaipur during his tenure, and
thanked the members for their support.

Second Technical Session was chaired by S/ Shri Ravi
Sharma and D.S. Maru. Dr. Sushil Bhandari, in the opening
presentation, talked on ‘Challenges for Implementing Innovations and Providing Solutions to Mining Industry’. It was
followed by presentations of Shri Arvind K. Prasad on ‘Rugged Road to Mineral Development and Ease of Doing Business – a Challenge’; Dr. L.S. Shekhawat and Dr. A.K. Grover
on ‘Enhancing Ease of Doing Mining Business - A Geoscientist’s Perspective’; Shri A.K. Bhandari briefed the audience
about the ‘Importance of Skill Development in Ease of Doing
Business in Mining Sector’. Shri M.L. Lahoti, UltraTech Cement Limited, presented a very interesting paper on ‘Ease of
Business - Regulatory Requirements & Challenges’. A video
presentation was also made to illustrate good and safe mining and raw-material processing procedures adopted at the
Shivalik Silica Sand Mines, Bharatpur, Rajasthan. It was followed by an elaboration on issues faced and remedial measures adopted to streamline production of mine products by
Shri Yogesh Mittal.

National Workshop on Ease of Doing Business – a Challenge for Mining Sector
Mining Engineers’ Association of India, Rajasthan ChapterJaipur hosted a National Workshop on ‘Ease of Doing Business - a Challenge for Mining Sector on 30th June - 1st July
2018’ at the Mining Welfare Centre, Jaipur with objective
of generating ideas and solutions on hurdles affecting the
growth of mining sector in our country. Its Inaugural Session
was held in the afternoon of 30th June 2018 Chaired by Shri
Arun Kumar Kothari, President MEAI. The Keynote address
was delivered by Shri Vikram Singh Gaur, Joint Secretary,
NITI AYOG, New Delhi on ‘Indian Mining Sector: Challenges
and Constraints’. It was followed by a presentation from Shri
R.K. Sinha, former Controller General, IBM on ‘On Unfolding Regulatory Regime in Mining Sector: Opportunities and
Challenges’. Over 200 delegates coming from across the
country attended it.

Three of the papers i.e. (i) Ease of Doing Business – not for
Mining Sector by Dr. V.D. Rajagopal, (ii) ‘Focus areas to enable ease of doing business in Indian mineral industry’ by Dr.
P.V. Rao and (iii) ‘Fair and Easy business under the current
policies & rules is not a challenge for mining & exploration’
by Dr. H. Sarvothaman, could not be presented in the Workshop due to pre-occupation of the authors. However, these
have been included in the Souvenir volume as these form
significant reference material.
Conclusions and Recommendations
•
Constraints & Challenges Facing Indian Mining Sector:
Majority of OGP (Obvious Geological Potential)
area delineated by Geological Survey of India is still
unexplored in details, besides real impediments in
seeking forest and environmental clearances even
for non-invasive exploration activities for discovery
and augmentation of resources. No opportunity
and incentives for Private sector to boost the pace
and quality of mineral exploration. Issues on Land
Acquisition for delineated Mineral Blocks for mining are
facing difficulties at State government level. Inordinate
delays on environmental & forest clearances at the
Centre and State levels. Expiry of 288 non-captive
Mining Leases by 31.3.2020, urgent action needed
to resolve pending issues. High Rail Freights for
minerals leading to excessive import of minerals. Levy
of number of different taxes like Royalty, DMF, NMET,
Environment Cess, Lime Stone Cess, TDS, TCS, etc.,
and corresponding compliance by filing of numerous
returns for all taxes separately and also maintaining

On 1st July 2018, two Technical Sessions were conducted
followed by Panel Discussions and Concluding Session,
which were chaired by Shri Arun Kumar, IAS, former Mines
Secretary, GoI. First Technical Session was chaired by S/
Shri T.V. Chowdary and K. Madhusudhana. Technical presentations were made by Shri Ravi Sharma of BMRC on
‘Technology and Skill Development - Catalyst to effective
NMP Implementation’; Shri Pankaj K. Satija on ‘Concerns of
the Mining and Metals Sector in India and suggestions for
facilitating Ease of Doing Business’; and Shri Akshaydeep
Mathur on ‘Ease of Doing Business: Mining Sector’ with particular reference to small-scale mine operators in Rajasthan.
A presentation on status of ‘Mineral Exploration Activities
in Western Region: Challenges and the Way Forward’ was
made by Shri K.C. Sahoo, Dy. D.G., GSI, Jaipur. Dr. M.K.
Pandit presented on ‘Industry-Academia collaboration in
Mineral Industry - the Indian Scenario’. Prof. B.C. Sarkar IITMining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 20,
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be recovered from lessee, so that the operation in
lease can start from day one. Government should do
the land acquisition in mine leases on priority with
adequate compensation to protect affected people.
Assist in clearing encroachments on lease areas,
Develop basic infrastructure such as supply of power
and roads to mining areas on priority. Important ore
bearing areas should be protected from urbanization
and associated activities. Metallic ore should not be
allowed to be mined as minor minerals.

record for every such tax separately in the time when
almost all others sectors enjoy single tax regime of
GST is impeding mining business.
•

•

•

India should transit from a net Mineral Importing Nation
to a Mineral Exporting Nation. Governance of the
Mining & Mineral sector should transit from the current
Licensing Regime to Compliance. It is projected to
increase contributions of mineral sector to 5% of
Country’s GDP, i.e. achieve Annual Sale Turnover of
INR.11 lakh Crore by 2022. Similarly it is intended
to increase employment (Direct & Indirect) in the
Mining & Mineral sector from current level of 10 million
to 20 million in the next five years. There is need to
involve technocrats and larger number of experts from
private sector in policy drafting. Provide incentives for
application of modern technology and launch star rating
for modernisation and technological advancement in
mining and detailed exploration.
A separate land classification named as ‘Mineral
Bearing Land’ or the ‘Khanij Bahulya Bhoomi’ needs
to be introduced in the land record system throughout
India. Ownership of the land under the mining lease
should vest with the mining company or the State
Government and land should be set free from all
encroachments and interferences through a legal
process for acquisition of land and rehabilitation of
displaced persons. One Time Forest Clearance should
be awarded for the full tenor of the mining lease and
the ownership of the forest land being diverted for
mining purposes One Time Environment Clearance
may be awarded for the entire tenor of mining lease
with a permission to extract the entire mineral reserve
inside the mining lease without any need for renewal
of the environment clearance.“No One Solution Can
Fit All” - hence Multiple Routes should be adopted for
leasing out of mineral reserves in a transparent and
workable manner. Dynamic process for allocation of
areas for reconnaissance and prospecting needs to
be adopted for exploiting the full potential of the great
mineral wealth of our country. Reconnaissance and
prospecting rights and mining leases/permits should be
freely transferable and Tradable to make the business
of exploration and mining growth oriented, market
driven and financially feasible. Allow easy and free
addition, inclusion of minerals discovered or produced
as associated mineral/ bye-products in the lease and
allow their sale on payment of applicable royalty without
any premium. State Government should take measures
to timely notify the areas where GSI/ Government
agencies propose to carry out exploration.
Before granting mining lease, it will facilitate if
Government obtains all the statutory clearances
through Single Window operation and charges could
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•

There is need for rationalisation of excessive taxation
on mining to make it competitive with the global
average. The steps to be considered include the
practice of increasing mineral royalties periodically has
to be reconsidered as the royalties, being ad valorem,
is already linked to the market prices. The NMET levy
should be utilised with due diligence and expressed
and incentivised with participation of the private
sector in detailed mineral exploration for time-bound
results. Moreover, the State Governments may also
fund exploration by utilizing part of the block auction
commitment collected from the mining lessees.

•

The overall EC and FC process may be further
streamlined for supporting Ease of Doing Business
through the simplified measures: In several States
including Rajasthan, the State Level Environment
Committee has not been framed since long and mining
entrepreneurs are facing a great trouble in getting
Environment Clearances. Ministry of Environment
and Forest should be approached to further relax the
norms and simplify the procedure for clearance to
carry out mineral exploration by government agencies.
State Government should pursue the case in Supreme
Court to allow mining of metals of importance like
base metals, precious metals and strategic minerals
in Aravalli Hills Clear demarcation of No–Go Zones for
mining exclusively. Communicating all the deficiencies
in the Environment Management Plan (EMP) to the
project proponent at one-go as being done in case of
Mining Plans of mines to avoid repeated presentations
before the Expert Appraisal Committee (EAC). Process
of Public Hearing to be strengthened by restricting
participation exclusively to the local people residing
in the project affected area online . Mining plan, EIA
and EMP should be suitably integrated. RQP of mining
plan should have accredited status with MoEF and CC,
Govt. of India.

•

There is urgent need of incentive for training and
development, introduce applied training at postgraduation/ graduation level and introduce concept of
internship and onsite training for students in mining
industry.Skill Council for Mining Sector [SCMS]
promoted by Federation of Indian Mineral Industries
September 2018

(FIMI) and supported by Ministry of Mines. Training
initiative of SCMS is to ensure availability of certified
workers to improve standards of productivity and
safety.
•

•

National Mineral Exploration Trust (NMET)/ District
Mineral Development Fund rules were drafted by the
NMET Executive Committee (EC) that need induction
of experts from professional bodies, private sector and
consulting companies irrefutably have a great deal of
expertise to offer in deploying best practices for the
advantage of the Indian mineral industry.
The UNFC-2009, which avails CRIRSCO commodity
specific definitions, enables seamless translation of
CRIRSCO compliant Resources and Reserves to
UNFC-2009 through a mutually accredited bridging
document. Stock Exchange route is generally adopted
pathway to raise investments by the exploration and
mining companies in the world. It is recommended that
the Regulators need to enforce CRIRSCO compliant
reporting standards for public reporting of Mineral
Resources and listing of mining and exploration
companies in India to facilitate venture funding and
EDB in mining.

Lighting of lamp by dignitaries

Welcome address
by Shri Arun Kothari, President, MEAI

Chief Guest Shri V.S. Gaur
presenting Keynote Address
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Chief Guest Shri Arun Kumar, IAS
sharing views in panel session

Group photo of distinguished
guests after felicitation

Dr. S.K. Wadhawan, Organizing Secretary
proposing vote of thanks

Executive Body Meeting
It was held on 18th July 2018 before the monthly lecture. The
main agenda of the meeting was (i) Reporting and feedback
of the recently held National Workshop on ‘Ease of Doing
Business - a Challenge for Mining Sector on 30th June - 1st
July 2018’ at Jaipur, and (ii) Authorization for the operation of
MEAI Jaipur Bank Accounts by office bearers of the new Executive Committee of MEAI Rajasthan Chapter-Jaipur. The
meeting was chaired by Shri P.C. Bakliwal, Chapter Chairman. Dr. S.K. Wadhawan, Secretary introduced the newly
Elected Members, Ex-Officio Members and Permanent Invitees to the members during the meeting.

Dignitaries on the dais in
Inaugural Session

Apart from the discussions
held and appreciation for the
National Workshop held by
MEAI Rajasthan ChapterJaipur the members opined
that one of the major problems faced by the mining,
and sometimes the exploration, is the boundary line demarcation of Aravalli Hills in Rajasthan. Existing mine-leaseholds
also have threat of closure and non-renewals. It was, therefore, decided that a one-day workshop should be organised
by MEAI Jaipur Chapter to sort out the issues related to
Aravalli Hill definition and demarcation.

Release of Workshop Souvenir
by dignitaries

Monthly Lecture Series
Dr. S.K. Wadhawan, former
DG, GSI and Secretary,
MEAI Rajasthan ChapterJaipur delivered a technical lecture on ‘Thar Desert
Landscapes and Mineral

Group photo of paper presenters
after felicitation

No. 2

Distinguished guests on dais
during panel discussions
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Rajasthan Chapter-Udaipur
Plantation at Rabcha Opencast Mine of M/s KBC,
Nathdwara
The members of Rajasthan Chapter-Udaipur in its Annual
General Body Meeting (AGM) held on 15th July 2018
expressed their strong desire to undertake a massive
plantation campaign during this monsoon season in
prominent mining belts of the region for the protection of
environment, and coordinated by DMG, Rajasthan in a
phased manner, covering key mining lease areas under its
jurisdiction.

resources’ on 18th July 2018 evening at MEAI Mining Welfare Centre. Dr Wadhawan gave brief but lucid account of
the characteristic features of Thar Desert, its Quaternary
aeolian history and various mineral occurrences through
PowerPoint Presentation. It was appreciated by one and all
present.
Independence Day Celebration
The members of the Chapter celebrated the 72nd Independence Day of India at its Mining Welfare Centre on 15th
August, 2018 morning. Shri P.C. Bakliwal, Chairman of the
Chapter hoisted the National flag and all the members sang
the national anthem and distributed sweets. Shri Bakliwal
briefed the members on the current activities and future
plans of the Chapter; and encouraged the members to come
forward, participate and interact in its activities so that the
facilities (library, data centre, etc.) created at mining welfare
centre are used judicially.

The Kickoff program was launched by planting over 500
saplings on 20th July 2018 in RABCHA mines of M/s Khaitan
Business Corporation Pvt. Ltd (KBC), Dist. Rajsamand,
under the leadership of Chapter Chairman Dr SS Rathore
and Secretary & ADM-DMG Mr. MS Paliwal, in the presence
of mining fraternity from Rajasthan Chapter-Udaipur, DMG
officials, Institution of Engineers, HZL, RSMM, Engineering/
Diploma students and veterans professionals besides various
stakeholders. The warmth & hospitality besides showcasing
latest trends using best in class technology in mining and
marketing of blockable marble by Mr. Rajendra, Mr. Shaleen
Harlalka and his forerunner entrepreneur family from KBC
was appreciated by everyone present. Dr SS Rathore and
Mr. MS Paliwal thanked all those present and the KBC for
wonderfully managing this noble campaign, dedicated to
Mother Nature.

Technical Lecture
As part of Monthly Lecture Series, Shri B.N. Mathur, Retd.
SME, DMG-Rajasthan, delivered a talk on ‘Climate Change
and Global Warming’ on 15th August, 2018. Shri Mathur informed on the history and concept of the global warming and
carbon emission including the present-day scenario. One of
the suggested remedial measures of the global warming
was plantation of mine dumps and old pits. Everyone present applauded the lecture.

Plantation in progress on
Overburden dumps

Plantation at Limestone mines & Cement hub of
Nimbahera
The second plantation programme by the Chapter was
organized on 28th July 2018 at Nimbahera, Rajasthan under
the leadership of Dr SS Rathore and Mr. MS Paliwal.

Hoisting of National Flag by Shri P.C. Bakliwal

Plantation at Wonder Cement

Members present at the time of hoisting the National Flag
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Group Photo after Plantation at
Wonder Cement
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The programme commenced
early in the morning from the
DMG Udaipur compound
where all the members
gathered and travelled by
road to Wonder Cement
complex, Nimbahera. Mr. P.
Patidar, President (Works)
Plantation at JK Cement
welcomed the guests. After
finishing the snacks, all were taken to plantation site, where
mammoth plantation program was facilitated.

thanked all those present for holding successful plantation
programme and requested them to ensure near 100%
survival of saplings planted.

The team then moved to JK Cements Ltd.’s Thandi-beri
opencast mine site to plant saplings where Mr. Maheem
Kachhwaha & team extended warm hospitality.

In his talk, Mr. Con covered the international mining
operations in underground mines with low-grade ores and
with very complex geological setting. To extract such ores
easily and make such projects viable and economically
profitable, he presented exploitation details with the help
of various case studies from different underground mining
projects worldwide, where atomization, digitalisation,
innovative new techniques and use of latest machineries
helped improve production.

TECHNICAL TALK BY MR. CONSTANTINOS PANIDIS
The Rajasthan chapter-Udaipur in association with Mining
Engineering Department, CTAE organized a technical
talk by Mr. Constantinos Panidis on “Recent and Future
Trends in underground mining” in the seminar hall of Mining
Engineering Department on August 17, 2018. Mr. Con is
presently working with Hindustan Zinc Limited (HZL) at its
Central Designing Centre in the Corporate office.

It was followed by plantation at NUVOKO’s SKM-opencast
mine cum cement plant site. Here too, the enthusiasm of
local team under the leadership of Senior officials was eye
catching and heartening.

Plantation at NUVOKO’s
SKM-opencast mine

At the outset, the Chapter Chairman Dr. S. S. Rathore
welcomed Mr. Con and all the dignitaries and participants.
The Chapter Secretary, Mr. Madhusudan Paliwal presented
bouquet to Mr. Con. Engineer L. S. Shekhawat, Chief
Operating Officer, HZL presented the overall underground
mining scenario in the country in general and the techniques
and machineries adopted by HZL for extraction of zinc and
other ores, in particular. He also expressed that the studies
of mining Engineering students of CTAE are at par with the
IIT students and HZL is also committed to extend desirable
help to students.

Plantation at Asstt. Mining Engineer,
Nimbahera Office

In the last leg of the daylong programme, visiting team
members along with officials and staff from all the 3 mines
and cement plants moved to AME-Nimbahera office in the
DMG office complex, planted over 50 saplings and enjoyed
delicious lunch.

Shri Arun Kothari, the National President of MEAI, spoke
about the problems being faced by small mines and their
entrepreneurs. Dr. S. C. Jain, Head of the Department of
Mining Engineering, CTAE gave the details about the
facilities available in his department and the activities of
Student Chapter. He also expressed that Mr Con’s talk will
help in enhancing students knowledge / skills.

This plantation programme was undertaken on a very
dynamic schedule, involving nearly 35 MEAI members and
100 other members from various stakeholders, including
DMG, Hindustan Zinc Ltd, RSMM, CTAE and officials &
workmen from all the 4 entities.

Shri N. K. Kothari, Additional Director Mines, Department
of Mines & Geology, Udaipur, Mr. Sunil Vashishth, HZL,
Shri R. C. Kumawat, Shri A. S. Chundawat, Shri Y. C. Gupta
and around sixty Engineers and CTAE students attended
the talk. Mr. R. C. Kumawat, Chairman, Technical Talk and
Seminar Committee proposed vote of thanks.

It is proposed to plant 15,000 saplings in this rainy season
by all these Cement Plants in Nimbahera area out of which
nearly 5000 have already been planted. The programme
was meticulously covered by print and electronic media,
arranged jointly by the 3 cement manufactures as well as
DMG, Nimbahera officials and lease holders.
Overwhelmed by the enthusiastic drive from all the above
4 hosts, Dr. SS Rathore lauded the sincere and dedicated
approach in calling the MEAI and DMG for aggressive
plantation. Dr SS Rathore emphasized the MEAI concept
of turning mine/ plant site into green cover. Mr. MS Paliwal
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 20,
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Exhibition of Minerals
and ores by MEAI
3rd Minerals and Ores exhibition was held on 27th July
2018 at Govt. High school and Junior college, Tiruvuru,
Krishna Dist., Andhra Pradesh by Mining Engineers’
Association of India, supported by KGME Trust, Tiruvuru.
Vijaya Bala Niketan high school students also took part.
Over 300 students and faculty visited in batches and
keenly noted the minerals exhibited. Mr Koneru V. Rao,
former Secretary General, MEAI explained about the
importance, composition, availability, resources, and
methods of extraction of all the minerals exhibited. The
students were advised to choose mining and geosciences
as their career, which have multidisciplinary aspects. All
the visitors expressed their happiness and thanked the
Association for giving them an opportunity to see several
minerals and ores at their place.

BELLARY-HOSPET CHATPER
The Chapter celebrated the 72nd Independence day with
splendour. National Flag was hoisted by Sri. Vijay Mohan
Reddy, Manager V T, M/s Uranium Corporation of India
Limited, Pulivendula, Andhra Pradesh. National Anthem
was sung after flag hoisting ceremony. Sri. K. Prabhakar
Reddy, Chapter Secretary took pledge with the gathering.
The function came to an end with after the distribution of
sweets.

4th Minerals and ores Exhibition was held at Junior
college, Kambampadu, Krishna dist., Andhra Pradesh on
7th July 2018. Over 200 students of intermediate standard
and faculty visited the display of minerals, ores and a
few fossils. The faculty enquired about mining and earth
science education and employment opportunities in India.
They showed interest to learn more about separation
techniques of heavy minerals from beach sands. Mr Rao
also explained them about the raw materials used in
the steel, cement, and ceramics making processes; and
gold extraction methods. The College Principal Mr Ayub
and his staff remarked that the exhibition has created
awareness on various minerals, both in the students and
the staff.

Flag hoisting by the Chief Guest

Gold Plated Fellow
Membership Pins
These pins are available with Association HQs. Interested
Fellow Members may acquire the same by remitting
Rs 300/- per Pin directly in MEAI Bank Account no.
037810100028696, Andhra Bank, Nampally Branch, IFS
Code ANDB0000378
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CRIRSCO News

MEAI & NACRI participated in FIMI Annual General Meeting
Mr. Arun Kothari, President and Mr. T Victor, Immediate Past President of MEAI; and Dr PV Rao, NACRI Co-Chair attended
FIMI’s Management Committee Meeting (MCM) and Annual General Meeting (AGM) held at FIMI House, New Delhi on 13th
and 14th August 2018 respectively, on the invitation of Mr. RK Sharma, FIMI Secretary General and Mr. Sanjay Pattnaik, FIMI
President. Mr. Sanjay Pattnaik has kindly agreed to offer FIMI platform for a presentation on ‘CRIRSCO compliant Indian
Code: Overview’ by Dr PV Rao. The presentation was aimed at bringing awareness amongst the FIMI members, clarifying
the need for India to have its own internationally recognized code for public reporting of Mineral Resources and Reserves
and attracting the much needed private investments in exploration and development of mineral deposits.
A special brochure was brought out by National Core Committee for Reporting Mineral Resources and Reserves in India
(NACRI) on “CRIRSCO initiative in India: An update” for sharing with all the FIMI members present in both the MCM and
AGM.

(Front row: R to L) Mr Arun Kothari, Mr T Victor and Dr PV Rao participating in FIMI Management Committee Meeting
The presentation lasted for over 50 minutes. It reflected on the salient features of other internationally recognized reporting
standards in the world such as JORC, NI-43-101, SAMREC etc., which follow CRIRSCO template. It also enlightened the
Indian mining industry captains on the necessity of developing a similar ‘Make In India’ code for public reporting of Mineral
Resources and Reserves to serve the paramount interest of the Indian mineral industry. Dr Rao narrated the process
adopted by NACRI in developing the IMIC (Indian Mineral Industry Code) and informed the house that the IMIC is under
active consideration by CRIRSCO for its approval. Mr. Sanjay Pattnaik and Mr. RK Sharma effectively intervened in the lively
discussion and generously supported the NACRI initiative, while wholeheartedly appealing the mineral industry leaders
to endorse the initiative. Our NACRI team, both during the presentation and later during the dinnertime, diligently tried to
address the apprehensions articulated by some members on developing a new reporting system.
MGMI President Dr NK Nanda, who also joined the MCM, voiced his support to the initiative. Similarly, Dr Gopal Dhawan,
former CMD, MECL also spoke in support of the initiative. Mr. TV Chowdary, former President of MEAI, deserves appreciation
for taking initiative in approaching Mr. RK Sharma to facilitate NACRI presentation to MCM.
Mr. RK Sharma assured us of reaching Secretary, Ministry of Mines and mineral industry leaders with an appeal to pen
letters of endorsement for IMIC and NACRI, soon.
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conferences, seminars, workshops etc.
MEAI

17 - 19, September 2018: Training course on ‘Practical
Geostatistics’. The course will be held at InfoMine Inc,
Vancouver, Canada, Suite 640 - 580 Hornby Street, Vancouver,
BC. Registration fee CAD 2950. To Register Please contact
Edumine: +1 604 683 2037 or edumine-support@infomine.
com

21 - 22 September 2018: National Seminar on “Road Map
Towards Sustainable Mining”. Organized by Bellary-Hospet
Chapter at Hosapete. For details, contact: Mr K. Prabhakar
Reddy 9449815560/ 8884494244.
24 September 2018: National workshop on “Managing
Excavation Stability through Design, Analysis and
Monitoring". Organised by MEAI Nagpur Chapter, in
association with MOIL Ltd & Itasca India Consulting Private
Limited, Nagpur at Hotel Radisson Blu, Nagpur. Registration
Fee: Rs 1000 for Non-members, Rs 500 for Members, and Rs
300 for Students. For more details, contact Shri H.R. Kalihari,
Convenor, at Mob. 7620593865.

19 September 2018: Strategic Mine Planning with New
Digital Technologies, Risk Management and Mineral
Value Chains at McGill University Department of Mining and
Materials Engineering - 3450 University Street, Frank Dawson
Adams Building, Room 105 - Montreal H3A 0E8 - Canada
23-25 September 2018: China Mining Congress and Expo,
Tianjin, China. Website: http://www.chinaminingtj.org/en/

India

14 - 18 October 2018: Australian Geoscience Council
Convention (AGCC18), Adelaide, Australia. AGCC 2018 will
focus on the Asia Pacific region and supported by all eight
Member Organisations of the Australian Geoscience Council.
For details contact AGCC 2018 Secretariat, agcc@ccm.com.
au or +61 7 3368 2644.

10 - 12, October 2018: VII International Seminar on Mineral
Processing technology, Theme: Coal and minerals processing
in energy and economic development, IIT(ISM), Dhanbad.
Contact: Prof R Venugopal at +91 9431126330/ 3262235225,
mpt2018@iitism.ac.in
31 October - 01 November 2018: Global Mining Summit,
Mistika Banquet, Eco Park, Kolkata, India.

15 - 17 October 2018: Caving 2018. 4th International
symposium on Block and sublevel caving, Vancouver
Convention Centre, Vancouver, Canada. Website: https://www.
caving2018.com/

31 October
- 03 November 2018: IMME 2018, 14th
International Mining & Machinery Exhibition, Eco Park,
Rajarhat, Kolkata, India.

17-20 October 2018: International Mining Machinery and
Technological Congress (IMMAT), Gaziemir, Turkey. Website:
http://www.immat.org

24 - 25 November 2018: 431 International Conference on
Mining, Material, and Metallurgical Engineering (ICMMME),
Pune, India. For details Contact at email: info@academicsworld.
org (regarding Conference queries); Phone: +91-7077656338
or +66 947982504.
st

24 - 26 October 2018: 15th International Congress on
Mining Maintenance at Santiago, Chile. gecamin.com/mapla.
mantemin.

Abroad

29 Oct - 01 Nov 2018: International Mining and Resources
Conference (IMARC) at Melbourne, Australia. IMARC is where
global mining leaders connect with technology, finance and the
future. As Australia’s largest mining event it brings together over
5000 decision makers from over 90 countries for four days of
learning, deal-making and unparalleled networking.

10 - 14 Sep 2018: 11th ICARD | IMWA 2018 ANNUAL
CONFERENCE.The South African mining experience practically
offers something for everyone in the global mining community.
Gauteng, South Africa. Contact: Prof C Wolkersdorfer, Phone:
+27 12 3826315, Email: Christian@wolkersdorfer.info
10 - 14 September 2018: Conveying and Handling of
Particulate Solids 2018 at London, United Kingdom

7 - 8 November 2018: Mining Investment China, Beijing,
China. The Westin Beijing Financial Street Hotel, Xicheng,
Jin Rong Da Jie, Beijing, China. Website: https://www.
mininginvestmentchina.com/

11 - 12 September 2018: Oil SandsTrade Show & Conference,
Fort McMurray, Canada. Website: https://oilsandstradeshow.
com/. Ph: (780) 713-8760

7 - 9 November 2018: 2nd International Congress on
Planning for Closure of Mining Operations at Santiago,
Chile. gecamin.com/planningforclosure

12-15 September 2018: ExpoMina Peru 2018, Lima, Peru.
Website: https://www.expominaperu.com/
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